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quando si principia a invecchiare ricordarsi e raccontare diverte vorrei dunque divertirmi qualche mezz ora non
avendo di meglio mentre cresce il grano ricordandomi di quand ero giovane e non facevo altro che girar l italia per
tutti i versi studiavo pittura per prima cosa ma siccome per natura sono indagatore studiavo e cercavo il vero in
tutto come è naturale n ho viste di tutte le razze e m è rimasta in mente una faraggine di storielle da averne per un
pezzo il destino narra una storia in cui la routine scandisce le giornate del giovane protagonista che vede all
improvviso la sua vita sconvolta da avvenimenti che spesso sfociano nell assurdo mutando totalmente la sua visione
della vita la persona giusta al momento giusto il passo giusto e la scelta giusta gli indicano la direzione verso una
felicità inaspettata che il fato ha pensato per lui raggiungibile attraverso ironici avvenimenti in cui il lettore
sorridendo si rivede sottolineando che la vita è solo una commedia memoria nostalgia speranza e aspettativa passato
che diventa presente in un futuro alternativo sogno che si mescola alla realtà diversi elementi formano questo breve
racconto creando un atmosfera onirica che riempie il cuore di speranza amore e felicità quel passato primaverile
pieno di entusiasmo che viene ricordato non c è forse più ma può riproporsi in un estivo presente e un invernale
futuro altrettanto pieni di speranza grazie a quell amore vero che supera ogni difficoltà e rende l uomo davvero
libero italian literature in the nuclear age a poetics of the bystander explores the overlooked position of the
bystander in the nuclear age by focusing on the italian situation as a paradigmatic case host to hundreds of american
atomic weapons while lacking a nuclear arsenal of its own italy s status was an ambiguous one that of an unwilling
and in many ways passive accomplice inspired by seamus heaney s dictum that there is no such thing as innocent by
standing the book frames italy s fraught mix of implication and powerlessness not only as a geopolitical question but
as a way to rethink the role of the sidelined intellectual in the face of mass extinction italian literature in the
nuclear age includes discrete chapters on the major italian intellectuals of the time italo calvino alberto moravia
elsa morante pier paolo pasolini and leonardo sciascia conscious of their own political marginalization these authors
address the atomic question through a wide range of experimental forms approaching the nearly unthinkable theme in
allusive and oblique ways often dismissed as disengaged inconsistent or merely playful these works demand instead a
political reading capable of recognizing their confrontation with the paradoxes of the nuclear age cosa significa
essere diversi cosa significa essere uguali il pianista è un viaggio nell anima e nella vita di due persone che
condividono uno stesso destino scandito dalla musica che descrive insieme alle parole una vita forse difficile e
diversa dalla normalità ma che da il giusto riscatto a chi viene ingiustamente etichettato come diverso un universo
di musica accompagna la narrazione creando così un racconto unico nel suo genere in den 1960er jahren intensivierte
der schriftsteller italo calvino seine ästhetischen bemühungen die landkarte des labyrinthischen gefängnisses zu
umreißen in dem sich der mensch des 20 jahrhunderts bewegt es ging ihm darum mithilfe seiner poetik biopolitische
dispositive der welt zu entwirren dabei stellt die erzählung la giornata d uno scrutatore die epistemologische
schwelle dar an der calvino auf die widerstandskraft des lebendigen stößt auf basis dieses neuen lebensbegriff
entwarf er eine vielzahl poetologischer verfahren um die lebendigkeit der komplexen welt ästhetisch aufzubereiten und
eröffnete damit gezielt ethische diskurse durch die bio poetische annäherung schlägt calvino ein neues literarisches
modell vor das vielfache anschlussmöglichkeiten für aktuelle diskurse bietet mit dem fokus auf die poetische
kategorie des lebendigen und das foucault sche konzept der bio macht vollzieht der band eine neubewertung des werkes
und auch der rolle italo calvinos als karthograph der dispositive ristampa dell originale del 1870 il silenzio è l
unico compagno di un uomo che vive in un appartamento alquanto strano e attraverso il suo computer osserva l
evolversi di una catastrofe che ha coinvolto l intero pianeta solo lui è a conoscenza di una verità impercettibile e
lovecraftiana o almeno così pensa this anthology highlights the rich range of modern italian fiction presenting the
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first english translations of works by many famous authors contents include fables and stories by italo calvino elsa
morante alberto moravia and cesare pavese historical fiction by leonardo sciascia and mario rigoni stern and little
known tales by luigi pirandello and carlo emilio gadda no further apparatus or reference is necessary for this self
contained text appropriate for high school and college courses as well as for self study this volume will prove a
fine companion for teachers and intermediate level students of italian language and literature as well as readers
wishing to brush up on their language skills dover 2013 original publication see every dover book in print at
doverpublications com modern italian poets shows how the new genre shaped the poetic practice of the poet translators
who worked within it this book presents an analysis of the dialogue of literature and science that forms a central
part of the work of italo calvino one of italy s best known contemporary authors it provides an in depth study of
calvino s interest in scientific models and methods and the ways these have informed his narratives derek duncan s
timely study is the first book in english to examine constructions of male homosexuality in italian literature in
admirably clear and elegant prose duncan analyzes texts ranging from the 1890s through the 1990s he brings canonical
authors like d annunzio and pasolini together with under appreciated writers like comisso and also looks at less
conventionally literary genres duncan takes on the thorny theoretical issues surrounding questions of gay identity
and also provides a sound historical context for his discussion of how italian narrative sheds light on italian
homosexuality and on the broader issues attending contemporary sexuality including complicating factors such as race
while the early texts considered were produced at a historical moment when homosexuality as a culturally meaningful
entity had yet to crystallize recent autobiographies show the authors reflecting explicitly on questions of gay
identity and what it means to be a homosexual male in present day italy in charting the emergence of the homosexual
in twentieth century italy however duncan s focus is less on questions of identity than on the meaning attributed to
sex between men in the broader cultural context his book is a significant contribution to italian literary criticism
and to gender gay and cultural studies this first study in english of the complete writings of italo calvino 1923 85
offers new interpretations of calvino s main works taking into account some important unpublished material and
analyses calvino s intertextual links with major writers of world literature conrad stevenson hemingway and borges
postmodern elements in his texts are assessed and a chapter on calvino s critical essays shed important light on his
creative process the author in criticism italo calvino s authorial image in italy the united states and the united
kingdom explores the cultural and historic patterns and differences in the critical readings of italian author italo
calvino s works in the united states of america the united kingdom and italy it considers the external factors that
contribute to create recognizable patterns in the readings of calvino s texts in different contexts this volume
therefore covers most notably matters of genre science fiction postmodernism cultural perceptions and conventions the
re current image of the author in different media academic schools curricula and canons biographical information such
as gender and background and translation and the language in which the author speaks or fails to speak to us it
traces the influence of these aspects in the academic discourse on calvino the author in criticism also analyzes
calvino s various professional roles as writer editor essayist journalist private correspondent and public
cosmopolitan intellectual reappraising their often little acknowledged importance for academic criticism an important
underlying idea is that the preconceived image that every critic has of calvino before even opening one of his books
is often solidified and repeated even in the most refined and complex critical analyses this volume purposefully
foregrounds the textual and non textual parts that are usually considered peripheral to the works of an author such
as book covers blurbs reviews talks interviews etc in this way this book provides insight into the reception of
calvino s works in different countries moreover it forms a broader reflection of and on important constants in the
workings of literary criticism and on the way academic discourses have developed in various cultural contexts over
the last decades what role did dante play in the work of pier paolo pasolini 1922 1975 his unfinished and fragmented
imitation of the comedia la divina mimesis is only one outward sign of what was a sustained dialogue with dante on
representation begun in the early 1950s during this period the philologists gianfranco contini 1912 1990 and erich
auerbach 1892 1957 played a crucial role in pasolini s re thinking of represented reality suggesting dante as the
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best literary authorial and political model for a generation of postwar italian writers this emerged first as dantean
realism in pasolini s prose and poetry after contini s interpretation of dante and of his plurilingualism and then as
figural realism in his cinema after auerbach s concepts of dante s figura and mingling of styles following the
evolution of pasolini s mimetic ideal from these formative influences through to la divina mimesis emanuela patti
explores pasolini s politics of representation in relation to the national popular the questione della lingua and the
italian post war debates on neorealism while also providing a new interpretation of some of his major literary and
cinematic works introduces and analyses a stage performance of texts by italian modernist writer carlo emilio
gaddawhen do we start going to war and why and what did it mean to go to war from world war i to world war ii and
beyond in italy before and after mussolini before and after that is that warring spirit of the age which keeps
nations in fighting mode both time specific and universal these questions are explored in this book through a unique
combination of scholarly and theatrical performance based on the war diaries and a belated anti mussolini pamphlet by
italy s greatest modernist writer carlo emilio gadda 1893 1973 these works were adapted for the stage by actor
playwright and director fabrizio gifuni in 2010 and are now presented for the first time in english supplemented with
facing italian text a dvd of the performance with english subtitles and an engaging thought provoking scholarly guide
to italy s own joyce purposely produced for the anglophone audience by the edinburgh gadda projects team key
featuresintroduces italy s greatest modernist writer to the anglophone audience in five sections poetics circulation
translation staging and resourcesprovides a flexible teaching and learning aid for work across subject areaspresents
the first significant new english gadda translation since the 1960sincludes the original italian texts with facing
english translation and the dvd of the italian performance with english subtitles fabrizio gifuni is one of italy s
leading actors his career successfully combines cinema and theatre in 2011 he was awarded the prestigious federico
fellini prize for his outstanding career in the arts federica g pedriali is professor of literary metatheory and
modern italian studies and head of italian studies at the university of edinburgh she is the founder and director of
the edinburgh gadda projects general editor of the edinburgh journal of gadda studies and director of the italo
scottish research centre writing architecture in modern italy tells the history of an intellectual group connected to
the small but influential italian einaudi publishing house between the 1930s and the 1950s it concentrates on a
diverse group of individuals including bruno zevi an architectural historian and politician giulio carlo argan an art
historian italo calvino a fiction writer giulio einaudi a publisher and elio vittorini and cesare pavese both writers
and translators linking architectural history and historiography within a broader history of ideas this book proposes
four different methods of writing history defining historiographical genres modes and tones of writing that can be
applied to history writing to analyze political and social moments in time it identifies four writing genres myths
chronicles history and fiction which became accepted as forms of multiple postmodern historical stories after 1957 an
important contribution to the architectural debate writing architecture in modern italy will appeal to those
interested in the history of architecture history of ideas and architectural education the encyclopedia of italian
literary studies is a two volume reference book containing some 600 entries on all aspects of italian literary
culture it includes analytical essays on authors and works from the most important figures of italian literature to
little known authors and works that are influential to the field the encyclopedia is distinguished by substantial
articles on critics themes genres schools historical surveys and other topics related to the overall subject of
italian literary studies the encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects of contemporary interest such as those
relating to journalism film media children s literature food and vernacular literatures entries consist of an essay
on the topic and a bibliographic portion listing works for further reading and in the case of entries on individuals
a brief biographical paragraph and list of works by the person it will be useful to people without specialized
knowledge of italian literature as well as to scholars publisher description this volume examines the workings of
digression in the novels of five major italian authors manzoni dossi pirandello gadda and calvino from the birth of
the modern novel in the early 19th century to the era of postmodernist experimentation
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Racconti Leggende E Ricordi Della Vita Italiana Vol I

2023-10-17

quando si principia a invecchiare ricordarsi e raccontare diverte vorrei dunque divertirmi qualche mezz ora non
avendo di meglio mentre cresce il grano ricordandomi di quand ero giovane e non facevo altro che girar l italia per
tutti i versi studiavo pittura per prima cosa ma siccome per natura sono indagatore studiavo e cercavo il vero in
tutto come è naturale n ho viste di tutte le razze e m è rimasta in mente una faraggine di storielle da averne per un
pezzo

I cento racconti, Vol.3, Karma

2020-11-18

il destino narra una storia in cui la routine scandisce le giornate del giovane protagonista che vede all improvviso
la sua vita sconvolta da avvenimenti che spesso sfociano nell assurdo mutando totalmente la sua visione della vita la
persona giusta al momento giusto il passo giusto e la scelta giusta gli indicano la direzione verso una felicità
inaspettata che il fato ha pensato per lui raggiungibile attraverso ironici avvenimenti in cui il lettore sorridendo
si rivede sottolineando che la vita è solo una commedia

Fiabe, novelle e racconti popolari siciliani

1875

memoria nostalgia speranza e aspettativa passato che diventa presente in un futuro alternativo sogno che si mescola
alla realtà diversi elementi formano questo breve racconto creando un atmosfera onirica che riempie il cuore di
speranza amore e felicità quel passato primaverile pieno di entusiasmo che viene ricordato non c è forse più ma può
riproporsi in un estivo presente e un invernale futuro altrettanto pieni di speranza grazie a quell amore vero che
supera ogni difficoltà e rende l uomo davvero libero

Fiabe, novelle e racconti popolari siciliani

1875

italian literature in the nuclear age a poetics of the bystander explores the overlooked position of the bystander in
the nuclear age by focusing on the italian situation as a paradigmatic case host to hundreds of american atomic
weapons while lacking a nuclear arsenal of its own italy s status was an ambiguous one that of an unwilling and in
many ways passive accomplice inspired by seamus heaney s dictum that there is no such thing as innocent by standing
the book frames italy s fraught mix of implication and powerlessness not only as a geopolitical question but as a way
to rethink the role of the sidelined intellectual in the face of mass extinction italian literature in the nuclear
age includes discrete chapters on the major italian intellectuals of the time italo calvino alberto moravia elsa
morante pier paolo pasolini and leonardo sciascia conscious of their own political marginalization these authors
address the atomic question through a wide range of experimental forms approaching the nearly unthinkable theme in
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allusive and oblique ways often dismissed as disengaged inconsistent or merely playful these works demand instead a
political reading capable of recognizing their confrontation with the paradoxes of the nuclear age

Lezioni e racconti morali-storici per uso della gioventù di Giuseppe Taverna

1871

cosa significa essere diversi cosa significa essere uguali il pianista è un viaggio nell anima e nella vita di due
persone che condividono uno stesso destino scandito dalla musica che descrive insieme alle parole una vita forse
difficile e diversa dalla normalità ma che da il giusto riscatto a chi viene ingiustamente etichettato come diverso
un universo di musica accompagna la narrazione creando così un racconto unico nel suo genere

I cento racconti,Vol.1, Conta fino a dieci

2020-04-09

in den 1960er jahren intensivierte der schriftsteller italo calvino seine ästhetischen bemühungen die landkarte des
labyrinthischen gefängnisses zu umreißen in dem sich der mensch des 20 jahrhunderts bewegt es ging ihm darum mithilfe
seiner poetik biopolitische dispositive der welt zu entwirren dabei stellt die erzählung la giornata d uno scrutatore
die epistemologische schwelle dar an der calvino auf die widerstandskraft des lebendigen stößt auf basis dieses neuen
lebensbegriff entwarf er eine vielzahl poetologischer verfahren um die lebendigkeit der komplexen welt ästhetisch
aufzubereiten und eröffnete damit gezielt ethische diskurse durch die bio poetische annäherung schlägt calvino ein
neues literarisches modell vor das vielfache anschlussmöglichkeiten für aktuelle diskurse bietet mit dem fokus auf
die poetische kategorie des lebendigen und das foucault sche konzept der bio macht vollzieht der band eine
neubewertung des werkes und auch der rolle italo calvinos als karthograph der dispositive

Italian Literature in the Nuclear Age

2022-09-29

ristampa dell originale del 1870

I cento racconti. Vol.4. Il pianista

2022-11-18

il silenzio è l unico compagno di un uomo che vive in un appartamento alquanto strano e attraverso il suo computer
osserva l evolversi di una catastrofe che ha coinvolto l intero pianeta solo lui è a conoscenza di una verità
impercettibile e lovecraftiana o almeno così pensa
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Kartograph der Dispositive

2022-12-31

this anthology highlights the rich range of modern italian fiction presenting the first english translations of works
by many famous authors contents include fables and stories by italo calvino elsa morante alberto moravia and cesare
pavese historical fiction by leonardo sciascia and mario rigoni stern and little known tales by luigi pirandello and
carlo emilio gadda no further apparatus or reference is necessary for this self contained text appropriate for high
school and college courses as well as for self study this volume will prove a fine companion for teachers and
intermediate level students of italian language and literature as well as readers wishing to brush up on their
language skills dover 2013 original publication see every dover book in print at doverpublications com

Canti e racconti del popolo italiano

1870

modern italian poets shows how the new genre shaped the poetic practice of the poet translators who worked within it

Canti e Racconti del Popolo Italiano

2022-03-19

this book presents an analysis of the dialogue of literature and science that forms a central part of the work of
italo calvino one of italy s best known contemporary authors it provides an in depth study of calvino s interest in
scientific models and methods and the ways these have informed his narratives

I cento racconti, Vol.2, Veritas

2020-06-01

derek duncan s timely study is the first book in english to examine constructions of male homosexuality in italian
literature in admirably clear and elegant prose duncan analyzes texts ranging from the 1890s through the 1990s he
brings canonical authors like d annunzio and pasolini together with under appreciated writers like comisso and also
looks at less conventionally literary genres duncan takes on the thorny theoretical issues surrounding questions of
gay identity and also provides a sound historical context for his discussion of how italian narrative sheds light on
italian homosexuality and on the broader issues attending contemporary sexuality including complicating factors such
as race while the early texts considered were produced at a historical moment when homosexuality as a culturally
meaningful entity had yet to crystallize recent autobiographies show the authors reflecting explicitly on questions
of gay identity and what it means to be a homosexual male in present day italy in charting the emergence of the
homosexual in twentieth century italy however duncan s focus is less on questions of identity than on the meaning
attributed to sex between men in the broader cultural context his book is a significant contribution to italian
literary criticism and to gender gay and cultural studies
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Fiabe novelle e racconti

1875

this first study in english of the complete writings of italo calvino 1923 85 offers new interpretations of calvino s
main works taking into account some important unpublished material and analyses calvino s intertextual links with
major writers of world literature conrad stevenson hemingway and borges postmodern elements in his texts are assessed
and a chapter on calvino s critical essays shed important light on his creative process

Dialoghi e racconti pie fanciulli, scritti da Massimina Rosellini, e
arricchiti d'alcune canzonette della signora Faustina Buonarroti

1851

the author in criticism italo calvino s authorial image in italy the united states and the united kingdom explores
the cultural and historic patterns and differences in the critical readings of italian author italo calvino s works
in the united states of america the united kingdom and italy it considers the external factors that contribute to
create recognizable patterns in the readings of calvino s texts in different contexts this volume therefore covers
most notably matters of genre science fiction postmodernism cultural perceptions and conventions the re current image
of the author in different media academic schools curricula and canons biographical information such as gender and
background and translation and the language in which the author speaks or fails to speak to us it traces the
influence of these aspects in the academic discourse on calvino the author in criticism also analyzes calvino s
various professional roles as writer editor essayist journalist private correspondent and public cosmopolitan
intellectual reappraising their often little acknowledged importance for academic criticism an important underlying
idea is that the preconceived image that every critic has of calvino before even opening one of his books is often
solidified and repeated even in the most refined and complex critical analyses this volume purposefully foregrounds
the textual and non textual parts that are usually considered peripheral to the works of an author such as book
covers blurbs reviews talks interviews etc in this way this book provides insight into the reception of calvino s
works in different countries moreover it forms a broader reflection of and on important constants in the workings of
literary criticism and on the way academic discourses have developed in various cultural contexts over the last
decades

Great Italian Short Stories of the Twentieth Century / I grandi racconti
italiani del Novecento: A Dual-Language Book

2013-09-19

what role did dante play in the work of pier paolo pasolini 1922 1975 his unfinished and fragmented imitation of the
comedia la divina mimesis is only one outward sign of what was a sustained dialogue with dante on representation
begun in the early 1950s during this period the philologists gianfranco contini 1912 1990 and erich auerbach 1892
1957 played a crucial role in pasolini s re thinking of represented reality suggesting dante as the best literary
authorial and political model for a generation of postwar italian writers this emerged first as dantean realism in
pasolini s prose and poetry after contini s interpretation of dante and of his plurilingualism and then as figural
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realism in his cinema after auerbach s concepts of dante s figura and mingling of styles following the evolution of
pasolini s mimetic ideal from these formative influences through to la divina mimesis emanuela patti explores
pasolini s politics of representation in relation to the national popular the questione della lingua and the italian
post war debates on neorealism while also providing a new interpretation of some of his major literary and cinematic
works

Canti e racconti del popolo italiano

1875

introduces and analyses a stage performance of texts by italian modernist writer carlo emilio gaddawhen do we start
going to war and why and what did it mean to go to war from world war i to world war ii and beyond in italy before
and after mussolini before and after that is that warring spirit of the age which keeps nations in fighting mode both
time specific and universal these questions are explored in this book through a unique combination of scholarly and
theatrical performance based on the war diaries and a belated anti mussolini pamphlet by italy s greatest modernist
writer carlo emilio gadda 1893 1973 these works were adapted for the stage by actor playwright and director fabrizio
gifuni in 2010 and are now presented for the first time in english supplemented with facing italian text a dvd of the
performance with english subtitles and an engaging thought provoking scholarly guide to italy s own joyce purposely
produced for the anglophone audience by the edinburgh gadda projects team key featuresintroduces italy s greatest
modernist writer to the anglophone audience in five sections poetics circulation translation staging and
resourcesprovides a flexible teaching and learning aid for work across subject areaspresents the first significant
new english gadda translation since the 1960sincludes the original italian texts with facing english translation and
the dvd of the italian performance with english subtitles fabrizio gifuni is one of italy s leading actors his career
successfully combines cinema and theatre in 2011 he was awarded the prestigious federico fellini prize for his
outstanding career in the arts federica g pedriali is professor of literary metatheory and modern italian studies and
head of italian studies at the university of edinburgh she is the founder and director of the edinburgh gadda
projects general editor of the edinburgh journal of gadda studies and director of the italo scottish research centre

Modern Italian Poets

2014-01-01

writing architecture in modern italy tells the history of an intellectual group connected to the small but
influential italian einaudi publishing house between the 1930s and the 1950s it concentrates on a diverse group of
individuals including bruno zevi an architectural historian and politician giulio carlo argan an art historian italo
calvino a fiction writer giulio einaudi a publisher and elio vittorini and cesare pavese both writers and translators
linking architectural history and historiography within a broader history of ideas this book proposes four different
methods of writing history defining historiographical genres modes and tones of writing that can be applied to
history writing to analyze political and social moments in time it identifies four writing genres myths chronicles
history and fiction which became accepted as forms of multiple postmodern historical stories after 1957 an important
contribution to the architectural debate writing architecture in modern italy will appeal to those interested in the
history of architecture history of ideas and architectural education
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Mapping Complexity

2005

the encyclopedia of italian literary studies is a two volume reference book containing some 600 entries on all
aspects of italian literary culture it includes analytical essays on authors and works from the most important
figures of italian literature to little known authors and works that are influential to the field the encyclopedia is
distinguished by substantial articles on critics themes genres schools historical surveys and other topics related to
the overall subject of italian literary studies the encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects of contemporary
interest such as those relating to journalism film media children s literature food and vernacular literatures
entries consist of an essay on the topic and a bibliographic portion listing works for further reading and in the
case of entries on individuals a brief biographical paragraph and list of works by the person it will be useful to
people without specialized knowledge of italian literature as well as to scholars

Reading and Writing Italian Homosexuality

2017-09-29

publisher description

Fiabe novelle e racconti popolari siciliani raccolti ed illustrati da Giuseppe
Pitre

1875

this volume examines the workings of digression in the novels of five major italian authors manzoni dossi pirandello
gadda and calvino from the birth of the modern novel in the early 19th century to the era of postmodernist
experimentation

Italo Calvino

2019-08-06

Fiabe novelle e racconti popolari siciliani [4 vols], Vol. 1

1875
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The Author in Criticism

2020-03-11

Pasolini after Dante

2018-10-24

Gadda Goes to War

2013-10-10

Canti e racconti del popolo italiano

1879

Writing Architecture in Modern Italy

2020-10-01

Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies

2006-12-26

Canti e racconti del popolo italiano

1877

Programma del ginnasio comunale superiore di Trieste

1881
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Fiabe novelle e racconti popolari Siciliani

1875

Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies: A-J

2007

Affetti e virtù letture per le famiglie e le scuole di Francesco Pera

1871

Biblioteca delle tradizioni popolari siciliane: Fiabe, novelle e racconti
popolari siciliani. Raccolti ... Con discorso preliminare, grammatica del
dialetto e delle parlate siciliane, saggio di novelline albanesi di Sicilia e
glossario. 1875

1875

Canti e racconti del popolo Italiano

1870

Letteratura Come Filosofia Naturale : Italo Calvino E Il Menage a Trois Come
Programma Letterario

2002

Digression

2007
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Romanzi e racconti

1949

Canti e racconti del popolo italiano

1889

Fiabe novelle e racconti popolari siciliani raccolti ed illustrati da Giuseppe
Pitre

1875
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